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Abstract
We have demonstrated that Eu3q luminescence can be successfully employed as a local probe to explore the microscopic
symmetry of the cationic sites in the Sr 2q-substituted lanthanum cuprate superconductorŽs.. It has been found that Sr 2q
substitution in La 1yx Sr x CuO4 Ž x ; 0.4. does not alter the microscopic symmetry of the cationic siteŽs.. Further, using
electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy we have demonstrated that the hole centers arising out of Sr 2q substitution
are localized around Cu2q siteŽs.. q 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
In the recent years the La–M–Cu–O quartenary
system ŽM s Ca, Sr, K, and Na. leading to several
cuprate combinations has attracted considerable interest as high Tc superconductor system ŽHTC. w1–4x.
In particular La 2 CuO4q d is of special interest for
HTC applications wherein the superconducting property is achieved either through excess oxygen stoichiometry Ž d ) 0.05. or through excess hole doping
by aliovalent cationic substitution w5x. La 2 CuO4 crystallizes in an orthorhombic symmetry with the lattice
˚ b s 5.370 A˚ and
parameters being a s 5.406 A;
˚
c s 13.150 A and the corresponding space-group
symmetry is Fm m m w6x. The La 2 CuO4 system, when
Sr 2q is substituted moderately Ž x ; 0.15. for La3q,
shows significant increase in the critical temperature
ŽTc .. It has been found that Tc vs. Sr 2q doping
)
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0.05 - x - 0.35 adopts an inverted parabola w7x and
the aliovalent substitution results in orthorhombic to
tetragonal structural distortion w8x. Further, this substitution leads to considerable change in the oxygen
stoichiometry in the lattice w9x. However, to the best
of our knowledge there is little information in the
literature concerning whether or not the microscopic
symmetry around the cationic sites gets modified as
a result of the aliovalent substitution. In order to
explore the cationic sites of the Sr 2q-substituted La
cuprate system, we have employed Eu3q luminescence as a spectral probe. This is possible using
Eu3q luminescence with the lanthanide ion having
simple energy level structure coupled with several
structural dependent transitions w10x that can easily
occupy La3q sites. Furthermore to gain insight on
the Cu2q centerŽs., in the Sr 2q-substituted system
we have demonstrated that electron paramagnetic
resonance ŽEPR. spectroscopy can be successfully
employed and the results point out that the holes
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arising out of Sr 2q substitution are localized in the
CuO 2 sheets in good agreement with the theoretical
predictions w11x.

3. Results and discussion
Room temperature XRD patterns of the wellcrystallized powder samples can be indexed under an
orthorhombic system. Earlier studies by Huang et al.
w13x show that in the cuprate system, the orthorhombic to tetragonal system takes place at a Sr 2q doping
level of x s 0.28 w13x. However, we could index the
pattern on the basis of a tetragonal system only after
removing the Ž008. line. The least squares fitted
lattice parameter values along with orthorhombic
distortion are listed in Table 1. The lattice parameters reported agree well with the values reported in
the literature. On replacing La3q with Sr 2q for the
composition La 1y x Sr x CuO4 Ž x s 0.4. a marginal
variation in the volume Žabout 2%. is observed.
Some weak extra peaks corresponding to
La 2 SrCu 2 O6 as a minor secondary phase are observed. However this can be ignored for all practical
purposes for its weak intensity and further owing to
the absence of any characteristic PL and EPR signals
from this phase. In this Letter we discuss the results
of freshly prepared samples and that of the aged
sample after heat treatment at 8008C for 1 h Ž1 week
old sample kept in air under our laboratory conditions.. This is because the aged samples when studied Žas such. did not show any characteristic PL and
EPR signals in line with the reports of deterioration
of superconductivity due to aging w14x.

2. Experimental
Both polycrystalline La 2y x Eu x CuO4 ŽLCO. and
La 1.6y x Eu x Sr 0.4 CuO4 ŽLSCO . Ž x s 2 mol% .
cuprates were prepared using conventional solid state
reaction method by calcining at 9008C for 12 h and
at 10508C for 24 h. In order to improve the reactivity
of the powders the mixtureŽs. were ground several
times in between the firing stages. Heating cycles
were repeated till the CuO peaks disappeared in the
X-ray diffraction ŽXRD. patternŽs.. The Eu3q concentration with respect to La3q was restricted to 2
mol% to avoid the formation of any Eu3q clusters
and any possible cross-relaxational effects affecting
the emission from higher 5 DJ Žwith J ) 0. energy
levels of Eu3q. The cuprates phases obtained were
examined for their phase purity on a JEOL ŽJDX8030. powder X-ray diffractometer employing CuK a
radiation in the two theta range 20–808. Lattice
parameters were refined using a standard least squares
fitting program. Photoluminescence ŽPL. spectra
were recorded using a Hitachi 650-10S fluorescence
spectrophotometer. Though the cuprate samples prepared were black in color, luminescence signals
characteristic of Eu3q centers were recordable under
optimum conditions Žmoderately higher excitation
slit-widths Ž5 nm. of the fluorescence spectrophotometer used.. Electron paramagnetic resonance
ŽEPR. measurements were made as described earlier
w12x. DPPH was used as the reference for magnetic
field corrections.

3.1. Eu 3 q luminescence as probe
Eu3q ion having 4f 6 configuration shows several
intense electronic transitions in the visible region.
These transitions have sharp features arising out of
well-shielded deep lying localized levels of the

Table 1
Least squares refined cell parameters for LCO and LSCO systems indexed under space group Fm m m
Composition

La 2 CuO4 ŽJCPDS std.
La 2 CuO4
La 1.96 Eu 0.04 CuO4
La 1.56 Eu 0.04 Sr0.4 CuO4

Lattice parameters

Orthorhombic distortion

˚.
a ŽA

˚.
b ŽA

˚.
c ŽA

5.363
5.382
5.369
5.318

5.409
5.403
5.392
5.339

13.170
13.167
13.159
13.213

Volume

˚ 3.
ŽA
0.04
0.02
0.03
0.002

382.04
382.79
380.62
370.60
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f-electron configuration. Fig. 1 gives the photoluminescence emission spectra of Eu3q-doped in LCO
and LSCO systems for 250 nm UV excitation. It is
important to mention that the excitation spectrum
monitoring Eu3q emission has a narrow band with a
maximum around 250 nm Ž; 5 eV.. This band can
be assigned to Eu3q–O 2y Ž4f 7 2py1 . charge transfer
ŽCTB. transition. However, it is important to note
that usually this type of charge transfer transitions
are observed in both the LCO and LSCO systems at
still higher energies around 10 eV as reported by
Uchida et al. w15x. In our opinion the considerable
decrease observed in the energy for the Eu3q–O 2y
charge transfer transition can be explained with the
help of Jørgensen’s refined electron spin pairing
energy theory ŽRESPT. w16,17x. From this theory we
have that, for the lanthanide ions having halffilledrfilled shell or close to that, the energy required for the charge transfer transition will be minimum. This is quite possible for the Eu3q ion having
4f 6 configuration wherein the ligand to metal electron transfer will result in a 4f 7 2py1 state with the
lanthanide in the half-filled electron configuration.
Although the Eu3q ion has wealth of energy
levels in the 5 DJ manifold, usually the lowest 5 D 0
level is the dominant emitting level. This is because
the excitation in the higher energy levels of 5 DJ
Ž J ) 1. is normally relaxed to the lowest level, viz.
5
D 0 , through high frequency vibrations of the hostmatrix in which the Eu3q ion is doped. However,
this cuprate system seems to be exceptional, in that
the Eu3q luminescence spectrum shows emission
from higher levels, viz. 5 L 6 and 5 DJ Ž J ) 1. ŽFig.
1a.. This implies the number of phonons required is
too high Ž4 2. to bridge the gap between the lowest
Ž5 D 0 . and higher Ž5 DJ ; J ) 1. levels Žf–f levels.
owing to the low frequency vibrations of the host
matrix. This can be explained as possibly due to the
host matrix having metallic character. This will lead
to a situation where the multi-phonon relaxation
process is minimal as can be visualized through the
relation given by van Dijk and Schurmanns w18x.
K NR s bel exp y Ž D E0 y 2 " wmax . . . .

Ž 1.

where K NR is the non-radiative relaxation rate; a
and bel are the experimental constants characteristic
of the host matrix; D E0 is the energy gap between
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the two levels considered; " is the Planck constant
and wmax is the maximum frequency of the host
matrix.
Of the various f–f transitions of Eu3q observed in
the emission spectrum, the 5 D 0 ™7 F2 transition observed in the red region around 610–620 nm is the
most important as it is a hyper-sensitiÕe transition.
This transition, occurring through an electric dipole
mechanism, is expected to be absent in centro-symmetric surroundings of the host-matrix as the direct
product concerning the ground and excited Žf–f intra-configurational. states vanishes under an inversion operation w19x. Further, this transition is very
sensitive to the chemical surroundings of the site it
occupies w20x. On the other hand, the transitions with
D I s q1 such as 5 D 0 ™7 F1 and 5 D 1 ™7 F0 have
magnetic dipole character and are structure independent. For this reason these are used as internal
standards in the analysis of a luminescence spectrum.
In order to fix the symmetry of the siteŽs. occupied
by Eu3q, information on the Stark splitting pattern in
the Eu3q levels is necessary. The splitting pattern
should be consistent with the structural details known
of the host matrix or in exceptional cases a minor
deviation is possible.
From the structural data available on the La 2 CuO4
system we have that the lanthanide siteŽs. ŽLn3q .
can have two types of coordination. In particular the
larger La3q ion exhibits an anti-prismatic geometry
with a nine-coordination ŽFig. 1; inset. w6x. In this
case, the presence of the ninth oxygen lowers the
symmetry of the lanthanide site. Thus an orthorhombic symmetry C 2v or still lower symmetry is anticipated. The smaller lanthanides ŽGd 3q, Nd 3q . can
have an eight coordinated site with regular
Archimedean antiprismatic coordination with oxygen
described a by D4h point group symmetry having
inversion center.
In order to explain the results obtained, in the
Eu3q emission spectrum we do observe an intense
electric dipole transition in the region 610–620 nm
ŽFig. 1. and hence obviously we can not expect
Eu3q to occupy a centro-symmetric site. For the
LCO system, moderately intense 5 DJ ™7 FJ X and 5 D 0
™7 FJ X emissions with J, J X s 1, 2 and 3 are observed. In the case of the Sr-substituted LSCO system, also an identical emission pattern with a two-fold
increase in the emission intensity is observed.
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Fig. 1. Ža. Photoluminescence spectra of Eu3q Ž2 mol%. doped in La-cuprate ŽLCO – solid line. and LaSr-cuprate ŽLSCO – dashed line.
corresponding to fresh and aged Ž1 week old after heat treatment at 8008C for 1 h. samples. The = mark indicates the transition is less
probable on intensity consideration. Inset: A nine coordinated Žwith oxygen ions. La3q site turning out to be a site with ‘O’ symmetry. Žb.
Configurational coordinate diagram explaining the Eu3q luminescence in this system. CTB refers to Eu3q–O 2y charge transfer band with
the solid CTB parabola corresponding to the undoped LCO:Eu3q system, while the dashed one indicates the LSCO:Eu3q system and the
dotted parabola corresponds to the aged sample. Solid arrow indicates the feeding of excitation energy from CTB to various localized f–f
levels of Eu3q.
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The Stark splitting patternŽs. of the prominent
D 0 ™7 FJ X transitions Žin particular J X s 0,1 and 2.
can explain the microscopic symmetry of the site it
occupies as illustrated in Table 2. The non-degenerate 5 D 0 ™7 F0 transition Ž J s 0 to 0 forbidden. has
only one weak component implying the absence of
site multiplicity occupied by Eu3q and the lack of a
linear field term in the expression for the crystal
field potential. It is significant to note that the presence of a strong linear field term will facilitate an
intense 5 D 0 ™7 F0 emission w21x and hence the weak
transition observed excludes the possibility the site
having Cn Õ or lower symmetry. The structure independent 5 D 0 ™7 F1 magnetic dipole transitionŽs. has
two components Žconsidering the relative intensities,
the more intense component should be assigned to
5
D 1 ™7 F3 transition. while the 5 D 0 ™7 F2 electric
dipole transition has three components at 609, 616
and 620 nms. However, it should be noted that the
Stark splitting between the latter two intense components is too fine to attribute to two components
Žmarked by solid arrow in Fig. 1.. Hence taking into
consideration the Stark splitting pattern ŽTable 2. we
predict a higher symmetry than can be expected from
the structural information documented in literature
w6,8x. A cubic group lacking a holohedrized symmetry element seems to be the most probable to fit the
above splitting pattern, to be exact either Td or O
point-group symmetry. As the former is too low for
the coordination considered this can be rejected and
hence we fix the latter to be the most probable one to
explain the above results. This may be possible for
the La3q ŽEu3q . site in this system, especially when
surrounded by nine oxygen ions as a covalent network. Here, it should be noted that from the structural data w6x we have the La3q ion almost at the
center of the layer of 4 O I atoms Žmarked 1–4 in
Fig. 1; inset. capped by an apical oxygen Žmarked 9.
5
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at one end, with the layer formed by the other four
O II oxygen ions Žmarked 1–4 in Fig. 1; inset. on the
other side. It should be noted that the layer formed
by the O II oxygen ions is in a strong covalent
bonding with La3q center, as implied by the interionic distances being much less than the sum of the
ionic radii w22x. In our opinion, the strong covalent
bonding due to 4O II oxygen ions marked Ž1–4.
works as though they form the other apex of the
La-4O I layer resulting in a polyhedron that can be
described by ‘O’ point-group symmetry Žinset of Fig.
1.. This, we believe, works at least as the effective
symmetry. In any case, it is quite obvious that the
holes generated due to the Sr 2q substitution do not
alter the microscopic symmetry of the La3q site as
can be concluded from the identical PL emission
spectra in both the cases of LCO and LSCO.
More important, the conclusions drawn in this
investigation using Eu3q luminescence as a probe is
considerably different from that which has been established through the results of crystallography w8,13x.
The discrepancies being: higher symmetry predicted
for the La3q site and the structural invariance with
Sr 2q doping Žespecially the microscopic symmetry
of La3q site being invariant.. In order to explain
these, the role of the anionic network around La3q
formed by the oxygen ions undergoing changes with
the oxygen off-stoichiometry and the aliovalent substitution is crucial. In our opinion, for compounds
having strong covalent bonds between the anions and
the cationŽs., when the changes in the anionic network are not limited to the first coordination sphere,
the microscopic symmetry of the cationic site will
remain intact. Further, through EPR results Ždiscussed in Section 3.2. we have found that with Sr 2q
substitution in the La-cuprate system, the holes are
localized around Cu2q centerŽs.. This lends support
to the conclusion that at least the first coordination

Table 2
Stark splitting pattern for various Eu3q levels under various site symmetries in LCO and LSCO systems
Site symmetry

Splitting pattern for important transitions and number of Stark components in brackets
5

Oh
D4h
C 2v
O

D 0 ™7 F0
)

A 1g Ž1.
A 1g ) Ž1.
A 1 Ž1.
A 1 Ž1.

5

D 0 ™7 F1

T1g Ž1.
A 2g q E g Ž2.
A 2 q B1 q B 2 Ž3.
T1 Ž1.

5

D 0 ™7 F2
)

A 2g q E g Ž2.
A 1g q B1g q B 2g q E g ) Ž4.
2A 1 q A 2 q B1 q B 2 Ž5.
E q T2 Ž2.

Remarks
)

– forbidden
– forbidden
too low
probable
)
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sphere of the La3q is not disturbed even with Sr 2q
substitution. To account for the higher symmetry for
the La3q siteŽs. predicted in this investigation we
believe that the covalent bonding between the four
O II oxygen ions works as if the effective charge
distribution of the layer is a single point charge,
hence leading to a cubic symmetry for the lanthanide
site.
Further it has been found that the Eu3q emission
intensity in the Sr 2q-doped ŽLSCO. system is two
times higher than that in the LCO system ŽFig. 1a..
The enhancement in Eu3q emission intensity with
the Sr 2q substitution can be explained as follows:
the substitution with the less electronegative alka3q
line-earth Ž x Sr2qs 0.9; x La
s 1.2. will result in the
lowering of Madelung energy of the system in turn
leading to an inward shift of the CTB parabola. The
inward shift in the CTB state Žmarked as dashed line
in Fig. 1b. will increase the scope for effective
feeding of the excitation energy to the lower lying
5
DJ states resulting in the enhancement in Eu3q
emission intensity. The degradation in the Eu3q

emission intensity due to aging can be attributed to
the creation of oxygen vacancies. This will result in
the outward shift of the CTB parabola in the excitation spectrum Žmarked as dotted line in Fig. 1b.
leading to luminescence quenching, thus accounting
for the decreased luminescence intensity due to aging.
3.2. EPR as a local probe
As far as we are aware, there are no reports
concerning the EPR of La-cuprates except the one by
Saez Puche et al. w23x. This may be because of the
metallic character of the system. In La 2 CuO4 , Saez
Puche et al. observed weak EPR signals at g-values
of 2.06 and 3.04 and the weak signals were attributed to the metallic character of the cuprate system. Our results are also the same inasmuch as the
absence of characteristic signals is concerned and
hence we do not discuss the LCO system further.
On the other hand, for the case of the Sr-substituted LSCO system, we observed a drastic change

Fig. 2. X-band EPR spectra of fresh LSCO:Eu3q sample. DPPH is used for field correction. Inset: Cu2q in a six-coordinated distorted
octahedral site in LCO system. The arrows indicate elongation along the direction of apical oxygen ions.
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in the EPR signals. For this system, we observe a
characteristic 8-fold structure Žmarked by arrows in
Fig. 2. with the g-values in the range 2.15 to 2.25,
and the splitting between the two successive components is about 25–30 G.
From the structural details on the lanthanum
cuprate unit cell, we have the Cu2q centerŽs. in a
distorted octahedral site ŽFig. 2; inset. owing to the
unusually larger elongation Žabout 29%. in the direction of the apices of the octahedral network of
oxygen ions w6x. Further, La3q, Eu3q and Sr 2q ions
are non-paramagnetic and also their nuclear spins are
too low to account for the 8-fold structure observed
and hence the contributions from these ions can be
discounted. On the other hand, the Cu2q ion having
d9 electron configuration works as though we have a
hole in a filled d-shell. The higher g-values observed
Ž g ) 2.0036. for the structure clearly reflect the
involvement of holes and further the 8-fold structure
observed could be the hyperfine structure contribution from the two isotopes of Cu2q Ž63 Cu and 65 Cu.
each having nuclear spin I s 3r2. This is consistent
with the relation 2Ž2 I q 1. s 8 hfs components observed. Moreover, the unusual hyperfine structure
with decreasing linewidth and increasing amplitude
for the components towards higher magnetic fields is
characteristic of Cu2q centers in a distorted octahedral site undergoing Jahn–Teller distortion and can
be explained by the ‘rapid tumbling motion’ effect
w24,25x.
In all fairness, these observations enable us to
propose that the hole centers are coupled with Cu2q
nuclei and hence are localised around Cu2q centers.
This is in good agreement with the theoretical model
of Pokrovsky and Uimin predicting localization of
holes in the CuO 2 sheets of the Sr-doped La-cuprate
system w11x. Finally, it is noteworthy that a recent
paper by Hammel et al. w26x also confirmed the
localization of holes in the CuO6 network, through
NQR spectra in good agreement with our results.

4. Conclusions
In conclusion we have demonstrated that Eu3q
luminescence and EPR probes can be successfully
employed to gain insight on the various cationic sites
of the LaSr cuprate system. The results being that the
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La3q environments in both the cases of pure and
Sr 2q-doped systems are identical and the hole-related defect centers are localized around Cu2q centerŽs..
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